Radiotherapy in benign orbital disease. I: Complicated ocular angiomas
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SUMMARY  Radiotherapy has been successful in the management of complicated ocular and orbital angiomas, but late morbidity (particularly radiation induced cataract) has been a problem. With modern radiotherapy techniques it is possible to minimise the morbidity to other tissues. By means of a recently developed method of lens-sparing ocular radiotherapy (initially adopted for retinoblastoma therapy) two cases of diffuse ocular haemangioma complicated by retinal detachment have been treated, with evidence of regression.

It has been well established that the majority of haemangiomas of childhood are harmless and require no treatment and that the majority of capillary haemangiomas will spontaneously regress. Although radiotherapy has historically been used to induce regression of paediatric haemangiomas, this treatment is now considered to be contraindicated in most cases. Furthermore, steroid therapy has been shown to induce regression of such haemangiomas, and when therapy is indicated this form of treatment is preferred to radiation therapy, though its success rate has not been high in all workers’ experiences.

The commonest site for orbital haemangiomas in childhood is in the anterior orbit and upper lid. In the large New York series the high incidence of tumour-associated, late visual sequelae (namely, amblyopia, anisometria, strabismus, optic nerve atrophy) prompted the authors to advise early treatment with both steroids and radiotherapy for large lesions, though the data from treated cases still reflected a high incidence of tumour-associated sequelae.

The radiotherapeutic management of lid haemangiomas is relatively straightforward, as a lead eye shield, placed behind the lids and against the eye, protects the eye itself from the superficial x-rays which are used to treat the lid. This is an established technique that requires little further comment.

However, a number of complicated ocular angiomas remain (both haemangiomas and lymphangiomas), situated behind the lids, around the globe, within the eye itself, or posteriorly within the orbit, for which there has correctly been great concern for late morbidity associated with radiotherapy. Two such cases presenting recently to the joint ocular oncology unit of St Bartholomew’s and Moorfields hospitals are presented here to illustrate a method of treatment designed to minimise morbidity associated with the treatment.

Case reports

CASE 1
This 12-year-old girl was born with a ‘port wine’ stain over her right upper lid associated with vascular conjunctival and episcleral injection of that eye. However, the child’s eyesight had been checked by an optician at age 7 and was said to have been good in both eyes. The child presented to an ophthalmologist at 11 years because of decreased vision in the right eye. On examination there was an upper right facial port wine stain involving the upper lid, with markedly dilated episcleral and conjunctival vessels. The right corneal diameter was greater than the left. The intraocular pressure was raised in the right eye. Retinoscopy showed +7 dioptries of hypermetropia in the right eye, and on fundoscopy showed a serous detachment of the posterior retina including the macula and pericapillary area, with a probable underlying haemangioma. The left fundus was normal. Visual acuity was reduced to counting fingers on the right.

The diagnosis was that of a variant of the Sturge-
Weber syndrome, including a choroidal haemangioma and serous retinal detachment.

Treatment began with external beam radiotherapy. The technique used was that developed for retinoblastoma therapy—that is, a penumbra-free, non-divergent anterior beam edge from a linear accelerator source was positioned with high accuracy, via a contact lens reference point on the cornea, behind the lens of the eye to provide a lens-sparing ocular portal (Figs. 1A, B). A tumour dose of 1200 cGy was delivered in eight fractions over nine days (6 MV photons).

Nine months later the retina was flat, the haemangioma smaller, and the intraocular pressure reduced, but the visual acuity remained at counting fingers. The fluorescein angiograms demonstrate the improvement before and after radiotherapy (Figs. 2A, B).

Case 2

This girl was initially examined ophthalmologically at the age of 1 year, when she had a vascular lesion on the right cheek. She was then noted to have abnormal pigmentation of the iris inferiorly and extensive pigmentation in the right fundus inferiorly and temporally. There was no evidence of any angiomatous lesion in the fundus. At age 4 years a considerable number of enlarged vessels were noted in the iris, and the fundus had angiomatous vessels and an area of pigmentation and choroidal atrophy. Visual acuities were 6/24 right eye, 6/4 left eye. The visual acuity in the right eye had deteriorated to 6/60 at the child’s presentation to this centre at age 6½ years, and at this time there was an obvious and very large choroidal haemangioma in the inferior mid-periphery with associated serous retinal detachment. By ultrasound examination the haemangioma was found to have a base diameter of 17 mm and it was 6 mm thick.

By means of the lens-sparing external beam, ocular radiotherapy technique (as for case 1) a tumour dose of 1200 cGy was delivered in eight fractions over 12 days (6 MV x-rays). Six months later the retina was flat and the tumour was smaller. The visual acuity had improved to 6/36.

Discussion

Although radiotherapy has been used to treat orbital angiomias for many years, the indications for such treatment have in recent years been confined to large and complicated cases. While discrete haemangiomas causing retinal detachment have previously been treated by laser photocoagulation or cobalt plaque therapy, the diffuse ocular haemangiomas presented in the two cases here could not be so treated.

When modern radiotherapeutic techniques are used, their sophistication allows treatment to occur with only a small risk of late treatment-related morbidity. This last fact bears directly on the timing of future recommendations for radiotherapy, particularly when the incidence of the late visual complications of angioma is high. Early radiotherapy for intraocular angiomas would not previously have been contemplated by ophthalmologists mindful of the literature on morbidity related to treatment.

In the cases reported here a modern method of lens-sparing ocular radiotherapy, developed for retinoblastoma therapy, was employed to treat ocular haemangiomas complicated by serous retinal detachments and visual deterioration. In both cases
the therapy was effective in causing regression of the angioma and reversal of the retinal detachment; return of vision was limited by the pretreatment extent of the retinal detachment. Our retinoblastoma practice has established the safety and accuracy of this external beam radiotherapy technique, which was adapted for use under local anaesthesia to the eye in the two cases reported here. Having established the safety and efficacy of this treatment, we would now recommend the earlier treatment of patients such as these in the expectation that visual deterioration would be arrested at an earlier stage.

In conclusion, radiotherapy remains an important form of treatment for orbital angiomas, and with the lesser morbidity of modern methods earlier treatment than previously may be indicated. Although radiotherapy for any benign lesion requires careful individual consideration, this treatment method remains appropriate, important, and effective therapy for some patients.
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